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2Quick Introduction of Control Systems 

There are multiple control theories in use today:

1. Classical Control Theory (Conventional Control): Beginnings of control theory from 18th century until 
mid-twentieth century
- Mostly single input, single output systems
- Analysis of open loop systems, linear closed loop feedback systems, PID Controllers 
- Frequency response analysis (root-locus methods) and stability

2. Modern Control Theory (1950s to late 1990s)
- More complex systems driven by military, space, automation, aviation and automotive industries
- Handles Multiple Input, multiple output 
- based on time-domain analysis (complex, but computers made it easy)
- Works on models of actual control systems

3.  Robust Control Theory (1980s to now)
- Models are sensitive to error, takes into account error in modelling
- frequency response and time-domain approach (very complex)



3Review of definitions

Controlled Variable: the quantity or condition that is measured and controlled (system output)
Control signal: is the quantity or condition that is varied by the controller so as to affect the value of the 
controlled variable 
Control means measuring the value of the controlled variable of the system and applying the control 
signal to the system to correct or limit deviation of the measured value from a desired value. 
Plant may be a piece of equipment, perhaps just a set of machine parts functioning together, the 
purpose of which is to perform a particular operation (e.g. spacecraft, chemical reactor)
Processes the operation to be controlled (e.g. chemical, mechanical)
Disturbances: a signal that tends to adversely affect the value of the output of a system

internal: generated within the system 
external: generated outside the system and is an input. 

Feedback (Closed-Loop) Control refers to an operation that, in the presence of disturbances, tends to 
reduce the difference between the output of a system and some reference input and does so on the 
basis of this difference 
Open-Loop Control Systems: systems in which the output has no effect on the control action



4Closed-Loop versus Open-Loop Control Systems

The major advantages of open-loop control systems are as follows:
1. Simple construction and ease of maintenance.
2. Less expensive than a corresponding closed-loop system.
3. There is no stability problem.
4. Convenient when output is hard to measure or measuring the output precisely is economically 
not feasible. (For example, in the washer system, it would be quite expensive to provide a device to 
measure the quality of the washer’s output, cleanliness of the clothes.)

The major disadvantages of open-loop control systems are as follows:
1. Disturbances and changes in calibration cause errors, and the output may be different from what 
is desired.
2. To maintain the required quality in the output, recalibration is necessary from time to time.

• Use open control when inputs are known ahead of time and in which there are no disturbances.
• Use closed-loop control when unpredictable disturbances and/or unpredictable variations in system 

components are present.
• Can mix both in one system



5DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

In the actual design of a control system, whether to use an electronic, pneumatic, or hydraulic
compensator is a matter that must be decided partially based on the nature of the controlled plant.

However, we often transform nonelectrical signals into electrical signals because of the simplicity of 
transmission, increased accuracy, increased reliability, ease of compensation.

The requirements imposed on the control system are usually spelled out as performance specifications:
1. Temporal specifications (e.g. real-time requirements)
2. Transient response requirements (maximum overshoot and settling time in step response)
3. Steady-state requirements 

Performance specifications may be given in terms of precise numerical values, or partially in terms of 
precise numerical values and partially in terms of qualitative statements.

Performance specifications should not be more stringent than necessary to perform the given task 



6Mathematical Models of Control Systems

Example: Automobile Suspension System

A very simplified version of the suspension system is 
shown. Assuming that the motion (displacement) xi at 
point P is the input to the system and the vertical motion 
xo of the body is the output, then, the equation of motion 
for the system is:

One may describe the electrical RLC circuit shown in the 
figure by utilizing Kirchhoff’s current law. We will obtain 
the following integrodifferential equation:

The dynamic behavior is generally described by ordinary 
differential equations.



7Differential Equations Of Physical Systems (1)

The differential equations describing the dynamic performance of a physical system are obtained by 
utilizing the physical laws of the process.



8Differential Equations Of Physical Systems (2)



9Quick Review of Linear Systems (1)

A great majority of physical systems are linear within some range of the variables 
In general, systems ultimately become nonlinear as the variables are increased without limit (e.g. spring response) 

In general, a necessary condition for a linear system can be determined in terms of an excitation x(t) and a response 
y(t). When the system at rest is subjected to an excitation x1(t), it provides a response y1(t). Furthermore, when the 
system is subjected to an excitation x2(t), it provides a corresponding response y2(t). For a linear system, it is necessary 
that the excitation x1(t)+ x2(t) result in a response y1(t)+ y2(t). This is the principle of superposition. 

Furthermore, the magnitude scale factor must be preserved in a linear system. Again, consider a system with an input 
x(t) that results in an output y(t). Then the response of a linear system to a constant multiple β of an input x must be 
equal to the response to the input multiplied by the same constant so that the output is equal to βy(t). This is the 
property of homogeneity. 

The linearity of many mechanical and electrical elements can be assumed over a reasonably large range of the 
variables. This is not usually the case for thermal and fluid elements, which are more frequently nonlinear in character



10Quick Review of Linear Systems (2)

y(t) = x2(t) (non-linear, does not satisfy the superposition property)
y(t) = mx(t) + b is not linear, because it does not satisfy the homogeneity property

y’ + p(x)y = r(x)  is a first order LINEAR differential equation
if r(x) = 0, for all values of x, then homogenous, else non-homogeneous

y’’ + p(x)y’ + q(x)y = r(x) is a second order LINEAR differential equation
if r(x) = 0, for all values of x, then homogenous, else non-homogeneous

What if the system is non-linear? Then we must apply techniques for linear approximation before analyzing the system 
is linear. 

Approximations are as accurate as the underlying assumptions →Model errors
E.g. Taylor series expansion 



11Modelling of a Control System

• The motor shown is a servomotor, a dc motor designed specifically to be used in a control system. The operation of 
this system is as follows: A pair of potentiometers acts as an error-measuring device. They convert the input and 
output positions into proportional electric signals. 

• The command input signal determines the angular position r of the knob of the input potentiometer. The angular 
position r is the reference input to the system, and the electric potential of the arm is proportional to the angular 
position of the arm. 

• The output shaft position determines the angular position c of the knob of the output potentiometer. The 
difference between the input angular position r and the output angular position c is the error signal e, or e = r - c

• The potential difference is the error voltage, where er is proportional to r and ec is proportional to c; that is, and 
where K0 is a proportionality constant. The error voltage that appears at the potentiometer terminals is amplified 
by the amplifier whose gain constant is K1.

• The output voltage of this amplifier is 
applied to the armature circuit of the dc
motor.

Time-domain analysis is complex when 
circuits get to be more complex! 



12A better way for modelling: The Laplace Transform

Laplace transform is given as:                                            and the inverse Laplace transform as

Compare to Fourier



13Relationship between Laplace and Fourier

σ is a real number, could be positive, zero, or negative.

Effectively, Laplace is taking the Fourier transform for the function x(t) multiplied by an expanding or decaying 

exponential determined by the value of σ



14When to use Laplace and when to use Fourier

Fourier is a subset of Laplace. Laplace is a more generalized transform.

Although the Fourier transform is an extremely useful tool for analysing many kinds of engineering 
problems, it has some shortcomings that can be overcome, in many ways by the Laplace Transform.

Fourier is used primarily for steady state signal analysis, while Laplace is used for transient signal 
analysis. Laplace is good at looking for the response to pulses, step functions, delta functions, while 
Fourier is good for continuous signals (e.g. sinusoidal).

Because of the exponential weighting (e-σt), the Laplace transform can converge for functions for 
which the Fourier transform does not converge. Depending upon the value of σ, which is the real part 
of s, a function (whose transform we are taking) is be multiplied by a decaying or expanding 
exponential. By tactfully choosing the value of σ, thereby multiplying the function with a decaying 
exponential, we can ensure that it becomes convergent. The region in the “s” plane where this 
infinite integral converges is called the region of convergence (ROC).



15Laplace in Control Systems

For example, in control systems, the Fourier transform is not very useful for studying the stability of 
systems because, in studying instabilities, it is often necessary to deal with functions that diverge in 
time and we know that the Fourier integral does not converge for functions that diverge because 
such functions are not absolutely integrable.



16Laplace in Control Systems

We have seen that physical systems are often described in differential equations.

The beauty of Laplace is that it allows us to transform differential equations into algebraic ones which 
are easy to solve and we are most familiar with. 

Once we analyse the system and solve it in the s-domain, we can transform the solution back into the 
time domain using the inverse Laplace transform!

Transform Tables exist and can be readily used alongside some Laplace properties

MATLAB functions also exist: laplace, ilaplace, ztrans, iztrans (more later)

The z-transform is the discrete version of the Laplace transform (used in digital systems)



17The Transfer Function

We have noted earlier that the relationship between outputs and inputs in a control system is described by 
differential equations among others. 
It is easier to deal with algebraic equations to relate inputs and outputs, say output is 5 times the input 
(amplified or Gain = 5). Laplace is the tool to simplify system description.

Variables in the s domain are usually written in capital letters: v(t)→V(s)
In any transformation, you will notice the following:
• Any f(t) → F(s)
• Constants remain the same when transformed: kf(t) → kF(s)

• When no initial conditions at t = 0, 
𝑑𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑠𝐹 𝑠

• When initial conditions exist, they are subtracted 
𝑑𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑠𝐹 𝑠 − 𝑓0

• When initial conditions exist, and there is a constant, k
𝑑𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘(𝑠𝐹 𝑠 − 𝑓0)

• When no initial conditions and
𝑑2𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡2
= 0 at t = 0, 

𝑑2𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡2
= 𝑠2𝐹 𝑠

• When initial conditions exist, 
𝑑2𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡2
− 𝑠𝑓0 − ቚ

𝑑𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
at t = 0

• 0
𝑡
𝑓 𝑑𝑓 =

1

𝑠
𝐹(𝑠)

• 0
𝑡
𝑘𝑓 𝑑𝑓 =

1

𝑠
𝑘𝐹(𝑠)



18Examples from the Electrical Engineering Domain

In these  examples, v is the input voltage, and vc is the output voltage.

Example 1) Determine the Laplace transform for the following equation where we have v and vc as functions of 
time and no initial values. 

The Laplace transform is:

Example 2) Determine the Laplace transform for the following equation where we have v and vc as functions of 
time and no initial values. 

The Laplace transform is:



19Laplace example in transforming differential equations 

The rule: 

Solve y’’ –2y’ + 5y = 0 given that y(0)  = -1 and y’(0)=7 

= L[y’’ –2y’ + 5y ] = L[0]

= L[ y’’] –2 L[ y’] + 5 L[ y ] = 0

= (s2L[y] – sy(0) – y’(0))  - 2 (sL(y) – y(0)) + 5 L[ y ] = 0

= (s2L[y] + s –7)  - 2 (sL(y) +1) + 5 L[ y ] = 0

= (s2 – 2s + 5) L[ y ]  + s – 9 = 0

= L [ y ]  = 
9 −𝑠

s2 – 2s + 5

We are able to distribute the Laplace 
transform because we are dealing 

with linear systems, and they exhibit 
the super positioning property 



20The Transfer Function

The transfer function is the relationship between outputs and inputs, when all initial conditions before we apply 
the input are zero.

A transfer function can be represented as a block diagram with X(s) the input, Y(s) the output and the transfer 
function G(s) as the operator in the box that converts the input to the output. 

The block represents a multiplication for the input. 
The transfer function for the system represented in Example 1 is 

The transfer function for the system represented in Example 2 is  



21The Transfer Function of Systems

Consider a speed control system involving a differential amplifier to amplify the error signal and drive a motor, 
this then driving a shaft via a gear system. Feedback of the rotation of the shaft is via a “tachogenerator “

1. The differential amplifier might be assumed to give an output directly proportional to the error signal input. 
Represented by a constant transfer function (gain) K  which does not change with time.

2. The error signal is an input to the armature circuit of the motor.  Motor gives an output torque which is 
proportional to the armature current. The armature circuit can be assumed to be a circuit having inductance 
L and resistance R and so a transfer function of 1/(sL + R)

3. The torque output of the motor is transformed to rotation of the drive shaft by a gear system.  We assume 
that the rotational speed is proportional to the input torque.  We represent the transfer function of the gear 
system by a constant transfer function N, i.e. the gear ratio.

4. The feedback is via a tachogenerator.  We assume the output of the generator is directly proportional to its 
input and so represent it by a constant transfer function H.



22Transfer Function of Systems with Negative Feedback

• For systems with a negative feedback loop we can have the situation as 
shown in the adjacent figure.

• The output is fed back via a system with a transfer function H(s) to be 
subtracted from the input to the system G(s). 

• The feedback system has an input of Y(s) and thus an output of H(s)Y(s). 
Thus the feedback signal is H(s)Y(s). 

• The error is the difference between the system input signal X(s) and the 
feedback signal and is thus: 
Error (s) = X{s) - H(s)Y(s)

• This error signal is the input to the G(s) system and gives an output of Y(s). 
Thus :

• and so:  [1 + G(s)H(s)]Y(s) = G(s)X(s) which can be rearranged to give: 

For a system with a negative 
feedback, the overall transfer
function is the forward path 

transfer function divided by one
plus the product of the forward 
path and feedback path transfer

functions. 



23Transfer Function of Systems with Positive Feedback

• For systems with a positive feedback loop we can have the situation as 
shown in the adjacent figure.

• The output is fed back via a system with a transfer function H(s) to be added 
the input to the system G(s). 

• The feedback system has an input of Y(s) and thus an output of H(s)Y(s). 
Thus the feedback signal is H(s)Y(s). 

• The error is the summation between the system input signal X(s) and the 
feedback signal and is thus: 
Error (s) = X{s) + H(s)Y(s)

• This error signal is the input to the G(s) system and gives an output of Y(s). 
Thus :

• and so:  [1 - G(s)H(s)]Y(s) = G(s)X(s) which can be rearranged to give: 

For a system with a positive 
feedback, the overall transfer
function is the forward path 

transfer function divided by one
minus the product of the forward 
path and feedback path transfer

functions. 



24Examples

Example 1) Determine the overall transfer function for the adjacent control 
system which has a negative feedback loop with a transfer function of a gain 
equal 4 and a forward path transfer function of 2/(s + 2).

The overall transfer function of the system is: 

Example 1) Determine the overall transfer function for the adjacent control 
system which has a positive feedback loop with a transfer function of a gain 
equal 4 and a forward path transfer function of 2/(s + 2).

The overall transfer function of the system is:



25Transfer Function Block Manipulation

• systems may have many elements and sometimes more than one input.
• A single input-single output system is often termed a SISO system.
• A multiple input-multiple output system is a MISO system.
• The following are some of the ways we can reorganise the blocks in a block diagram of a system in 

order to produce simplification and still give the same overall transfer function for the system:

1. Series
2. Moving take-off points 
3. Moving a summing point 
4. Eliminating Feedback loops



26Block Manipulation: Transfer Function of Systems in Series

Consider a system of two subsystems in series. 

The first subsystem has an input of X(s) and an output of Y1(s); thus, G1(s) = Y1(s)/X(s). 

The second subsystem has an input of Y1(s) and an output of Y(s) thus, G2(s) = Y(s)/Y1(s)

We thus have:
Y(s) = G2(s)Y1(s) = G2(s)G1(s)X(s)

The overall transfer function G(s) of the system is Y(s)/X(s) and so:

Goverall(s) = G1(S)G2(S)

Determine the overall transfer function for a system which consists of two elements in series, one having a 
transfer function of 1/(s + 1) and the other 1/(s + 2).

The overall transfer 
function for a system 

composed of elements
in series is the product of 
the transfer functions of 

the individual series 
elements. 



27Block Manipulation: Moving Take-off Points

As a means of simplifying block diagrams, it is often necessary to move take-off points. The following 
figures demonstrate the basic rules for such movements: 

Rule 1: Moving a take-off point to beyond a block 

Rule 2: Rule 1: Moving a take-off point to ahead of a block 



28Block Manipulation: Moving a Summing Point

As a means of simplifying block diagrams, it is often necessary to move summation points. The following figures 
demonstrate the basic rules for such movements: 

Rule 1: Rearrangement of summing points Rule 2: Interchange of summing points

Rule 3: Moving a summing point ahead                           Rule 4: Moving a summing point beyond

of a block                                                                               a block



29Block Manipulation: Changing feedback and forward paths
and Eliminating Feedback Loops

Rule 1: Removing a block from a feedback path                               Rule 2: Removing a block from a forward path

Rule 3: Eliminating Feedback Loop



30Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



31Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



32Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:

X

Y = X + 
X

G2

Y = X(1 + 
X

G2
)

Y

X
= 1 + 

1

G2



33Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules: Y = X + 
X

G2

Y = X(1 + 
X

G2
)

Y

X
= 1 + 

1

G2

Goverall = G1G2



34Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:

Goverall(s) = G1(S)G2(S)



35Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:

Goverall= GxGy



36Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:
Goverall = GxGy

H = 1



37Example 1 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



38Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



39Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



40Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



41Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



42Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



43Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:



44Example 2 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the following control circuit using the block manipulation rules:

Goverall = GxGy



45Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



46Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



47Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



48Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



49Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



50Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



51Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 

Goverall= G1G2
Goverall= G3G4



52Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



53Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 

Rule: Goverall= GxGy



54Example 3 on Control Block Simplification

Simplify the block diagram shown in the Figure. Then obtain the closed-loop transfer function C(s)/R(s). 



55Example 4 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
Mathematically obtain transfer functions C(s)/R(s) and C(s)/D(s) of the system shown in the Figure: 



56Example 4 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
Mathematically obtain transfer functions C(s)/R(s) and C(s)/D(s) of the system shown in the Figure:

Substitute Us into Cs:

Substitute Es into the above equation:

Solve for Cs :

Rearrange:



57Example 4 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
Mathematically obtain the transfer functions C(s)/R(s) and C(s)/D(s) of the system shown in the Figure:

Notice that this is a multiple input system, one for the actual

Input R(s), and another for some disturbance D(s)

To obtain the transfer functions C(s)/R(s) and C(s)/D(s), we must

only let one input present, and all other inputs are 0, therefore:

C(s)/R(s) = 

C(s)/D(s) = 



58Example 5 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
Figure 2–24 shows a system with two inputs and two outputs. Derive C1(s)/R1(s), C1(s)/R2(s), C2(s)/R1(s), and C2(s)/R2(s)

Solution:

Substitute C2 into C1

Substitute C1 into C2

Solve the equation for C1                                                            Solve the equation for C2



59Example 5 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
Figure 2–24 shows a system with two inputs and two outputs. Derive C1(s)/R1(s), C1(s)/R2(s), C2(s)/R1(s), and C2(s)/R2(s)

The equations can be combined in this form:

Then the transfer functions C1(s)/R1(s), C1(s)/R2(s), 

C2(s)/R1(s) and C2(s)/R2(s) can be obtained as follows: 



60Example 5 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
When setting R2 = 0, the block diagram can actually be simplified to:



61Example 5 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
When setting R1 = 0, the block diagram actually can be simplified to:



62Example 5 on Control Block Simplification
Using Equations
When setting R1 = 0, the block diagram actually can be simplified to:



63Math Review: Partial Fractions

• The term partial fractions is used for the process of converting an expression involving a complex fraction into a number of 

simpler fraction terms.

• This technique can be used provided the highest power of s in the numerator of the expression is less than that in the 

denominator. 

• When the highest power in the numerator is equal to or higher than that of the denominator, the denominator must be divided 

into the numerator until the result is the sum of terms with the remainder fractional term having a numerator with a lower power

than the denominator.

• An important technique often required to put a Laplace transform in terms which identify with standard forms in the Laplace 

tables, so enabling the corresponding time function to be obtained.



64Math Review: Partial Fractions

• There are basically three types of partial fractions: 

1. The numerator is some function of s and the denominator contains factors which are only of the form (s + a), (s + b), (s + 

c), etc. and so is of the form: 

and has partial fractions form of 

2. There are repeated (s + a) factors in the denominator and the expression is of the form:

and has partial fractions form of

3. The denominator contains quadratic factors and the quadratic does not factorise, being of the form: 

and has partial fractions form of 

• The values of the constants A, B, C, etc. can be found by making use of the fact that the equality between the expression and

the partial fractions must be true for all values of s

• And considering particular values of s that make calculations easy



65Math Review: Partial Fractions Example 1

Determine the partial fractions of:

The partial fractions are of the form:

Then, for the partial fraction expression to equal the original fraction, we must have:

and consequently:

Pick values of s that will enable some of the terms involving constants to become zero and so enable other constants to be 

determined:

Let s = -2 then 

so B = -2

Let s = -1 then 

so A =   3

Therefore: 



66Math Review: Partial Fractions Example 2

Determine the partial fractions of:

The partial fractions are of the form: 

Then, for the partial fraction expression to equal the original fraction, we must have:

and consequently:

We start equating the same power terms on each side to determine A, B, and C

Equating s2 terms gives 0 = A. Equating s terms gives 3 = 2A + B and so B = 3. Equating the numeric terms gives 1 = A + 2B + C 

and so C =-5. Thus:



67Math Review: Partial Fractions Example 3

Determine the partial fractions of:

The partial fractions are of the form: 

Then, for the partial fraction expression to equal the original fraction, we must have:

and consequently:

We start equating the same power terms on each side to determine A, B, and C

With S = -2 then -3 = 3C and so C = -1. Equating s2 terms gives 0 = A +C and so A= 1. Equating s terms gives 2 = 2A + B+ C and so 

B = 1. Thus



68Math Review: Partial Fractions Example 4

Determine the partial fractions of:                                            Notice the power of numerator and denominator is the same

We must first use division:

And the expression becomes:

Then, for the partial fraction expression to equal the original fraction, we must have:

and consequently:

We start equating the same power terms on each side to determine A, B, and C

With s = 2, then B = 5/3. With s =-4, then A = -17/3. Thus the expression can be written as:



69Laplace Functions and their 

corresponding functions

So, from the previous example:

The inverse Laplace transform (time domain 

representation) would be:

2𝛿(t) -
17

3
𝑒−4𝑡 + 

5

3
𝑒2𝑡



70Determining Outputs
The procedure to determine a system output starts with the Laplace transform:

Output = Y(s) = G(s)X(s)

Then, we use the inverse Laplace transform using the few properties of the s functions:

What is the inverse Laplace of 
10

𝑠(𝑠+5)
= 10 ×

1

𝑠(𝑠+5)

= 10 ×
1

5
×

5

𝑠(𝑠+5)

= 2 - 𝑒−5𝑡
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